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I am sharing my story that I have been in France for an exchange program during 

Spring semester 2017. That was really different and amazing experience for me. 

First of all, I would like to appreciate to NTUST that gave us the opportunity to do that 

program abroad. As well, I think there is not much international students going for the 

exchange programs and I am glad that I was one of them. It was my pleasure to 

represent not only my country but also NTUST and Taiwan in the University of 

Technology of Troyes, France.  

 

Pre-departure preparation:  

In August 2016, I was in my country for summer vacation and I saw the 

announcement of exchange program on school email just before a week from its 

deadline. Then, I changed my flight date to return Taiwan to apply for it since the 

exchange program was one of attractions that are why I chose NTUST first time. All 

process of applying and selection went as described on OIA website. After we got 

acceptance letter from UTT, I needed to apply French visa in the Embassy of France in 

Taiwan where I passed interview and visa sections. For interview, it was hold on from 

Campus France and charged by 7500NTD. I’ve found it kind of expensive and in some 

other countries, they don’t have interview section or have less charges. I mean for 

other next international students who is going on exchange, you might try the visa in 

your country. For visa section, they required necessary documents plus bank statement 

that can prove that you have enough money to live and study in France (calculated 615 

euro per month). So, the visa procedure takes from 4 to 5 weeks, depending on how 

fast you can provide all the required info and docs. Since I am international student 

who is from abroad and used to move from one country to another, I didn’t do personal 

preparation much.  

Introduction to courses I took: 

We attended winter intensive program for 4 weeks before the semester started. That 

includes French language and Project management classes giving us 4 and 6 credits 

each and hold on for 8 hours per day. We’ve studied French Basic A1 level during the   

 

 

 

        

 



 

course and in the Project management class, we’ve worked on small projects by group. 

That intensive program was really necessary not only for knowledge but also for 

making friends with other exchange student from other countries. During that 

program, our host university organized several events for exchange students that make 

us exchange other’s culture more such as French traditional dinners, Champaign 

industry trip, Skiing trip and so on other trips.      

In the semester beginning, choosing classes was slightly difficult because there was 

few English taught programs, specially related to my major, Department of Computer 

Science and Information Engineering. Thus, I chose 3 courses there. First one is 

“Multicultural approach of business and management” that is fully English taught and 

really interesting class that talk about different Countries’ cultures in business 

environment and in general. Second one is “Telecommunications network 1” which 

was in French but teacher provides you English slides and English exam. For 

interesting and funny fact, I was the only one student who was taking it in English 

among around 70~ students ^^’. The last class was “Modeling for information systems 

design” that is taught in English totally. 

 

Difficulties I faced & solution during my exchange period: 

The biggest problem to study and live in France is language problem, of course if you 

don’t speak in French. Most people know the stereotype that French people don’t speak 

English. Even though they know English they just don’t like to speak in English I guess. 

In the other side, French language was not that easy language to pronounce and learn 

for short time. Financially, France is high living expanse country comparing to most of 

Asian countries. Fortunately, they have some help to students for accommodation rent 

that is called Caf.  

Everybody face with culture shock when they go and live abroad. For me, I’ve already 

experienced to live abroad in Taiwan but comparing to my previous experience, 

France gave me huge culture shock. I think it’s because I changed the continent and it 

was felt like everything has changed, people around me, buildings and even climate…       

 

       



 

Sharing: 

I would like to share about my host university as well as the city and the country. The 

University of Technology of Troyes (UTT) is located in a beautiful and calm small city 

Troyes, France. UTT is ranked in the top 10 engineering schools 2017 in France by 

Usine Nouvelle [via Wikipedia]. The city of Troyes is an ancient city existed since Roma 

era and known as capital of the Champagne region of Northern France. The one of the 

things I most like of that city was charming old-designed houses (16th century’s) that 

makes the city different in my eyes comparing to other cities I’ve visited in France 

during my exchange period. Thanks to the exchange program, I’ve visited several cities 

of France as well as some of European countries and could make great memories of 

my life.  

As well, I lived in a residence next to the school with my two Taiwanese roommate girls 

from NTUST too. We had own private rooms with bath room and shared a big kitchen 

in our apt for three of us. 

 

Suggestion to new outgoing students:  

If you know French language at least little bit, it’s really a good opportunity to practice 

and improve your ability since it’s full environment to push you to speak in French. 

Additionally, they have different levels of French courses during not only 

summer/winter program but also whole semester too.  

For accommodation, there were several choices where to live such us just next to 

school where are residences for students (that was quite comfortable for me and less 

expensive), in downtown near to school or at renting apartments in city center. It’s 

depends on you – on what you prefer. [DO YOUR ‘Caf’ (fin help) asap!] 

About the school’s stuffs, some of them were really nice for conversation.   

In the end, some little suggestions from me: be careful with deadlines of the events, pay 

well attention at every single email, if you don’t know French, make some friends who 

speak French well and ask their help for stuffs like at some official offices… 

and Good luck! Don’t hesitate to contact me otgonkhishigg@gmail.com         
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School’s restaurant. All for 

one person for 3.35 euro  

 Project management class’s 

final presentation  

 A trip during the semester 
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One of the oldest houses in Troyes 

 

 Our host university UTT, 

representing NTUST 

 

 Checking out from my room 

 

With my roommates, in Paris, 

Amsterdam, Belgium…  

 


